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R 920 CON Concise Major 21st-Century Writers – 6V set. Use cumulative index to locate author and/or works. Also available as e-book through Gale Virtual Reference Library database!

R 810.9 NOV Novels for Students – 25V set. Use index(es) and table of contents to locate author and/or works. Also available as e-book through Gale Virtual Reference Library database!

R 811 POE Poetry for Students – 26V set. Use index(es) and table of contents to locate poets and/or works. Also available as e-book through Gale Virtual Reference Library database!

R 808.3 SHO Short Stories for Students – 2V set. Use index(es) and table of contents to locate authors and/or works. Also available as e-book through Gale Virtual Reference Library database!

R 809 LIT Literary Newsmakers for Students – 3V set. Use index(es) and table of contents to locate authors and/or works. Also available as e-book through Gale Virtual Reference Library database!

R809 CON Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC) – Multi-volume set, cross referenced with NCLC, TCLC, DLB and CDALB. Be sure to use author index from most current cumulative index

R810.9 S American Writers – 4V set plus supplements. Use index to locate author and/or work

R810.9 UNG British Writers – 8V set. Use index to locate author and/or works

R 810.9 Modern American Women Writers – Single volume. Use table of contents and index to locate author and/or works.

R 810.9 GRE Great American Writers: Twentieth Century – 13V set. Use the index to locate authors and/or works

R 809.3 MAG Survey of Science Fiction Literature – 5V set. Use index to locate authors and/or works
R 823.08 B Science Fiction Writers — Single volume. Search index for author and/or works

R 809.04 MAG Survey of Contemporary Literature (Gold) — 12V set. Use index to locate authors and/or works


R 880.3 P Harper's Dictionary of Classical Literature and Antiquities — 2V set. Search alphabetically for author

R 809 CYC Encyclopedia of World Authors — 5V set. Use author index.

R 809 MAG Magill's Survey of World Literature — 8V set. Use either author or title index.

R 809 MAG 1,300 Critical Evaluations of Selected Novels and Plays — 4V set. Use index to locate author and/or works

R 809 M Moulton's Library of Literary Criticism: English and American Authors through the Beginning of the Twentieth Century — 4V set. Use table of contents only to locate author by time period

R 820.9 (top of shelf, near globe) Background to English Literature — 5V set. Find literary period, then use index to locate authors and/or works

R 820.9 (top of shelf, near globe) Background to American Literature — 5V set. Find literary period, then use index to locate authors and/or works

R 808 M Master Plots: Comprehensive Library Edition — 8V set. Use index to locate authors and/or works. Note: mostly plot summaries.